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MEMORANPUM 70: J. Carro}}, Chairman, Plant Oporations
'

Subcommittee

PROM: P. Doohnort, Senior 3taff Engincor
!

bUIVECT: liRC I!JCIDENT IliVESTIGATIOli TFJJ'. ( IT) REPCRT
- LOSS OF VITAL AC POWER AND RJiR DURING MID-.

1,00P OPERATIONS AT VOGTLE UNIT 1

We have just received an advanced copy of thu subject IIT report,
to be published as NPREG-1410.. I have attached excerpts itom the
report that summarire: the " Problem Areas Leading Up to the
Incident", a narrati'<o account of the event, und . the "Flndingr, and .

Conclusions" of the IIT.. /

In summary, the IIT concluded:

Adequate procursor information was available to make this.

incident preventable.

The Vogtle staff generally handled the-incident'well.--

Significant potential generic lessonn weretidentifled,-
'

including:
1

Approaches 'o shutdown risk management need'to be-

developod.
;

.There is incomplete. Linplementation of. existing-, -

analysis and guidance into procedures and training.

Thero is a noed for additional analysis of reactor- -

coolant system behavior following the loss.of.the
residual heat rers. ova 1 system.

~

,

There'in 3 need'for further synthesis.of existing--

Toperatir.g information.

'

Emergency classification guidance and irnplementation -~

problems exist.-

The technical.. specifications do 'not take into
*

consideration of risk associated with- the various
-

s, , _ -..
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!i confAgurationnshutdown conditions.ystema thatof s may ox1st during
i
.

,

i

At least como -dicsol generator control- and1
-

4
* annunciator systca.n are cornplex and may net be well- . )

understood.
.

!- The Comniission im scheduled to be briefed by the Team this' morning.
1 I plan to attend this briefing and will report the results.to you. |A briefing by the IIT to the ACHS.-is acheduled during.tho.: August

meetinct.
.
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! Finally, Section 10 presents the Team's findings and emclusions relathe t.o this ine&nt. -

! !
j The appendico pmside a considerab!e amount of background information for the material

'

1 presented in Sections 1 throuth 10. This information is plosided for those renders who ;
desire more details in a particular area.-

.

>
i
t The Team has concluded this investigation and prosided its findings and conclusions to :

} the Nuctear Regulatory Commission and the industry for their consideration and for the ;

;_ posr,ible deve;opment of follow on actions.
,

2

| L2 Problein Areas Leading _Up to the Vogtie Incident :
i
1 . .

.

i A cot >atina of nonconservative idtlal conditions combined with the failure to adequately, e

contrelswitchyard work actisities, led to the Vogtle incident. Shutdown electrical redundancy,

,
; was limited to only two of four_ safety bus power supplies. Following the loss of the one '

I in senice rer.crve auxiliary transformer, the one " operable" croergency diesel generator
{ malfunctioned.

,

.
.,

|
,

Switch ard Controls+
3

4 .

i
,

| The- Vogtle staff had no effecti e control over a fuel and h.bricants truck conducting
motine operations in the switchyard. Moreover, because the truck carried fuel, there was-

:
the risk of a conflagration from ignition of fuel'eaused by efectr.' al arcing. The damage,

,

i to the switchyard :quipment itorn such an event would have further limited the Vogtle staff's '

[ abihty to recover electrical power. Guidance identifying the need for additional controls "

| g and precautions for work on electrical equipment, including work in the switchyard, had
; been prosided to the hdustry,'

e
t :

! Redundancy of Si.utdown Electrical Supplies*

: .

The Yogtle staff has tentatively concluded that maintenance on two of the fou safety. bus;
-

power supplies could have been scheduled outside the period of mid. loop operations. ,
-

!
,

4 ,

; Diesel Generator Hellability*

:

The preliminary evaluation of the diesel generator trips indicates that the most probable; I;,

!. cause of theLtrips irnolved iht failure of Calcon jacket water temperatiire trip sensons.
L The investigation of the root cause of tM failures was incomplete as of th' dete ofissuance- ;

,

e
j of this reportc A significant number of Calcon sensor failures has occurred at Vogt!_e since

_.*
1985.1

~

f
,

1.3 The Vogtle Staffs llandlity of.the incident
,

[ The Vogtle staff generally handled the incident well, showing an effectNe_ response that
.

'

compensated for weaknesses in their procedu:es. The Team identified some weaknesses,
-

: '
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homer, in their ability to cope with the candition that wou'd exist had the resiJual heat3

removal system not been returned to service.
.

; The equipment batch was shut in a timely fashion during this in:ident, and closure wa.,
j initiated tefore their procedure directed them to do so. Iloweser, their derronstrated ecpability

did not indicate that they could close the hatch in the $7 minutes that their analysis showed,

was necessary in the bounding case. Instead, they cksed the hatch in 79 minutes and under4

more favorable conditions than assumed in their analysis. For example,if a similar incident.

i occurred with a loss of all ac powct, it would likely take seseral hours to shut the hatch ,

using manual rigging. >

The Vogtle staff was also effective in " losing the reactor coolant system, considering that'

| no procedures had tven developed for t!.is contir'gency, in fact,it appears that no indu.:try-
wide guidance has been desclope.d on this issue.

Wrious recarnmendations from NRC Generic Letter P&l7 had been impicmented Specifically,

.

the Wgtle 5:alf had essentially redundant water level indication and reactor coolant system
tempcrature iraication from two operable core exit thermocouples. The operations stafft

; was aware of sorne of the (dternate core cooling methods that were available.

! Command, Controls, and Communication of Emergency Acti.itles
<

| The Vogtle staff espe rienced several communications problems during the incident. The
pressurizer manway was installed because of a communication error, in spite of the shift
superintendent's alrection that it not be installed its instalbtion had no r.ign!3 cant impact'

on the incident beause of the timely recoscry of the resideal heat. removal cooling system

|
and the fact that steam generators were cwailable to prosiJe reflux cooling.

,

i The operators indicated that they planned to use gravity fed water to remove decay heat
; while pre *cating boiling if the residual heat removal system had been lost for a longer period.
'

In this case, the lack of a reactor coolant system sent path, typically the pressurizer mansay,

! w ould cause the reactor coolant system preuure to rise, esentually dsabling gravity fill enpability
; and Icading to bolhng after several hours. Maintaining a gravity fih capability with an opea
| sent could extend the. time to bailing.

| There was some difficulty controlling emergency actisities. Accounting for personnel in
! the protected area was a problem because a.h.rge number .of personnel were on site,
, - and many were involved in actisities to mitigate the loss of power and loss cf the residual ~

heat removal system. De staff u:,ed this outage rnanpower to initiate reactor coolant system.

closure, containment building clccure, and restoration of safety ac power before the emergency-

plan wrd activated. However, in the subsequent turnover to the emergency. response
organization, the persennel invohed were unaware of the pressurizer manway status due :
in part to personnel changing roles and previous communication errors. Procedures did.
not exist to provide guidance on~how to use existing bus connections and other potentially

~

availabic tources te restore power to safety buses in an emergency.
.

Section 1 1-4 NUREG 1410
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The Vo6tle staff experienced a delay in shutting the steam genuator manways tecaux
the workers invohed were pulled off the job to leave the containment building becaun
of a communication error

Communications problems also existed in notifying offsite authorities of the declaration
of a Site Area Emergency. This occurred because Vogtle personnel did not fully understand
their primar) and backup emergency notificatiori systems. As a result, notifications were
made late especially for the State of Georgia and Hurkc County.

,

Incident Classification issues

The Vogtle staff appropri:aely classified the incident as a Site Area Emergency in spite
of ambiguous classification procedures. A suncy of classification piocedures fiom 12
other sites confirmed that a loss of power event similar to Vogtle's could have been
initially clanified from "no emergency at all" to a Site Area Emergency. The guidance
in NUREG4654 for classiScation of loss of paver esents is rnclear. (" Criteria for Preparation '

and Evaluation of Radiological En ergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support
of Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1, November 1980.) NUREG4654 is generally focused
on esents initiating from power aperation. It does not provide specific guidance for

j classifying the scope of esents that can occur during cold shutdown. These eve'" may
hase a greater urgency because of a lack of containment building imegrity,lar$ etor;

coolant system integrity, and degraded heat removal capability.

Diesel Generator Trips

The load sequer.cer and diesel generator control systems are complex and their operation
dur;ng the incident was not fully understood by the Vogtle staff, ahhough the systems functioned
as designed. In ad.iition, the Vogtle staff had ' difficulty determining the cause of diesel
generator trip > during the incident because of incorrect annunciator panel reset practices-

! and becau(e of shortcomings in the human factor design of the trip alarm identification
sy stem.

Shutdown Operation Risk Management

in evaluatmg practices for outage scheduling, it was found that the Vogtie staff depends
almost exclusively on technical specifications to ensure an adequate level of safety. For
example, having only two sources of ac power in service is allowed during cold shutdown
by technical specificetions, bm may not be prudent during mld. loop operation. Vogtle mhde ,

no attempt in their outage planning to shift this configntation to a less sendthe time during
the outage. Precursor information also indicates that'there may t>e a higher probability
of loss of remaining safety power as a resutt of outage aethities,,

i

in general at Vogtle and other PWRs, there is no technical specification requirement that
'

the equipment hatch be shut in mid-loop operation, as is required for refueling opetations,

NUREG 1410 15 Section 1
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een though the core damage that could occur froen a mid lop incident is greater than
.

wot,ld be eqvcted from a fuel handling accident. This is a particular concern when high idecay heat rates caist.

Technical specifications for cold shutdown and refueling operations were not deselolwd
based on a comprehenthe safety analysis, including determining whether or not single-

.

failure criteria should apply, as are the technical specifications for power opention. The
lack of a comprehensive basis provides an opporinnity for plant staffs to overlook conditions,
such as events that could kad to uncesering the core.

Coping with utended less of the Residual lleat Remmal System i

Progress has been made in impicmenting improvements in this area since the Diablo
Canyon incident in 1987 in response to Generic letter 8817 recommendations. Howevcr
at Vogtle, the eqvipment hatch closure process 1,ad not been proceduralized to incorporate
the results of their recent analysis. There is a need to consider further analysis regarding,
for example, the possibnity that refim cooling may start and stop a, a result of thermohydraulic
efrects and the potential for misleading instunnent indications. What is learned from analysis,

in this orea will have an impact on the alternate core cooling strategy guidance to be provided
to operators.

Fculback to the Industry '

An extenske amount of documentation was identified by the Team, including 74 loss of.
ac esents during shutdown, and 52 loss of residual heat-removal events during mid loop
operations.

Also, 44 operating experience documents were provided to the _ industry
regarding tl.e abose events The Vogtte staff emphasizcd their neca for specific guidance
in industry feedback documents and gase the impression that they were limited in their
ability to extrapolate beyond the actual esents discussed in the guidance. There appears
to be a need to deselop a set of breader recommendations from the vast amount of specific
operating nent information available. Generic letter SS 17 attempted to do this for the
loss of residual heat removalissue and was partially successful However,it did not address
specifics in dil appropriate areas, such es redundancy of electrical power sources.

IA Summary

in summary the Team concluded:

Adequate precursor information was available to make this incident preventable.
4

The Vogtle staff generally handled the incident well.*
*

Significant potential generic lessons were identified, including:
*

Approaches to shytdown risk management need to be developed.-
-
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h Therc it incomplete implementatian of cristing analysis and guide.nce into-

procedures and trainmp-

J There is a need for additianal analysis of reactor coolant system tochasicr following-

the loss of the residual heat removal system.-

e

There is a need for further synthesis of edsting operating information.
-

Emergene) classification guidance and implementation problems exist.-

The technical specifications do not take into consideration the risk associated-

with the various configurations of systems that may exist during shutdown conditions.) '

,

f 4

I At least some diesel generator control anJ o muaciator systems are complex and*
-

may not be well onderstood.-

|

t

|

!
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2 NAltRAlIVE OF Tile INCIDENT - -
.

This section proddes a narrative description and a tabular sequence of events fot the
loss of decay h .it removal capability and loss of safety related ac [cmer at Unit 1 of the

;

; Vogtle Electric Generating Ph,nt (Vogtle) on March 20, 1990. The NRC Incident
| 1mestigation 'leam (the Team) created this narrative and the :hronological sequence of
i esents listed in Table 2.1 from data available from the plant emergency response facility
: computer, operator and management inteniews, logs kept by site personnel, and
'

interptctations of data and trend recordings.
!

! The emergency response facility computer, which ordinari!y records data automatically,
_

|
: had to be initiated manually after the incident began to save relevant historical (3ata, in
I addition, the emergency response facility printer in the control room did not record alarm

data became it lost power when the incident started. A manual reset from the programmer %
console was required but not performed. Some event data was also missing because of

,

.

i an emergency response facility wmputer hardware problem during the incident (see Sec. 3.7 |
for a discussion of this issue). For most of the incident, however, data fiorn the emergency<

; response facility computer were-adcouate to reconstruct the sequence of events. ,

j .
.

The data collection systems at Vogtle do not record data to facilitate the diagnosis of' ,

! diese po nerator trip.u hi addition, the operators did not identify and record the alarms
that occurred when the diesel generator first tripped. Thus, reconstruction of the sequence,

of alarms associated with this trip was not possible.

| The licensee's corparate policy is to refer to the time that events occur using Central'

Standard Time (CST), which is the time zone for the corporate office in Birmingham,
Alabama, instead of Eastern Standard Time (EST), which is the time zone for Vogtle.

'

Ahhough the Team reviewed ma 1y licensee records during this irvestigation that|used.

'

both EST and CST (Fig. 2.1). EST is used throughout this report because the plant is
located in that geographical icgion. .

;

2.1 Pir,1 Stntus llefore the incident ]
1

The reactor-had been shut down on February 23,1990, for a scheduled 45 day refueling-
outage, it was the second refueling outage for this unit and for the site; Dy March 20,

_

fuel had been reloaded into the reactor core, the first of two passes to tension (i.e., tighten) ,

the reactor vessel head studs was ccmp'ete, and the outage team was waiting for permisdon
from the control room to begin 11/ final tensioning. Water in the reactor coolant system
was being maintained at approxin ately 187. feet 9 inches, which is 51/2 inches below the
top of the hot leg pipe and 9 inches above the centerline of the pipe.f The 1A residual

_

' heat removal | pump was in service to_ provide decay heat removal. The reactor coolant
system temperature was being maintained.at 'approximately 90 *F according to readings

_

,

from the two connected core-exit thermocouples. The required borated emergency water
source was being maintained in the refueling water storage tank at 78.8 percent of capacity 3

(approximately 5F0 000 gallons), with a boron concentration ~of 2457 parts per million (ppm).-

1 NUREG.1410 21 :Section 2.
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The steam genuators were in wet layup and the ECCS accumulators were not in Senice.
The emergney buration Dow path was from the refueling water storage tank throgh the
1A centiifugal charging pump, which was aligned with the alternate charging flow path i

tecause of maintenance work on the noimal now path. A gravity. feed makeup operation |
to maintain the reactor cooling system water level, using the emergency boration flow path,
was in progreu at the tirne of the incident. The circuit breakers for the 1 A and 1B ufety |

I injection pump motors were in a racked-out position (so that they were Inoperable) as required |

by the plant's technical specifications. The breakers could be racked in within approximately'

5 to 10 minutes if the pumps were needed for reactor system makeup and cooling should ,

;

aidual heat removal et pability be lost. Unit 2 was operating at 100 percen' power in |'

a nennal electrical alignn ent. |
(

2.2 Inoperable Equipment and Abnormal System Alignments'

As is normal during a refueling outage, maintenance was in progress on a variety of
systems and equipment so that some equipment was out of senice and several systems

|were in abnormal configurations.

|
For example, the IB emergency diesel generator was out of senice for scheduled 3Gmonth
maintenance and surveillance inspections. The IB reserve auxiliary trnnsformer had been

,

removed from senice for an oil change. The 18 safety bus was being powered from the
1 A reserve auxiliary transformer through its alternate supply circuit breaker. The nonsafety
buses for Unit 1 were energized from the 230-kV switchyard through the main transformer
and the unit auuliary transformers (Fig. 3.2).

The 1B centrifugal charging pump flow path _ was out of senice for valve maintenan:c,
leasing ibe 1A centrifugal charging pump and the positive. displacement charging pump

'

available to inject water if needed. The chemical and volume contrel system letdown
Dow path had been out of service for a variety of maintenance activ; ties and was being!

aligned before being returned to service. When controlling water lesel at mid loop Yogtle
administrative procedures require that the letdown Gow path be " tagged out"(i.e., rnarked

| as being out of r.ervice), to reduce the likelihood of inadvertent draining of the reactor coolant

| syste m.
4

The remor coolant system water level was being maintained at mid loop for the fo!!owing
work:'

.

The No. 4 accumulator isolation valve had been disassembled for repairs. This left*

reactor coolant system integrity only pattially compromised because there are two
check val.'es between the No. 4 accumulator isolation valve and tre reacto coolant
system. .

-- -

8 Mid loop refers to a:nditioru that exist when the reactor coolant sptem water level b lower than the
top of the fkw area at the juncture of the hot legs with the reactor vessel (see Figures 3.19 and n2).

Section 2 22 NUREG 1410
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'The norrnal charging check sabe for the Chemical and volume control splent was+

also disesenb!cd for repairs, lening the alternate path available for chuging.

A'.I steam generator noule dann had been remosed, but only steam generators 1.

and 4 had their primary rnanways completely installed. Maintenance personnel were
restoring the primary manwap on steam generators 2 and 3. In addition, the
pr ssuriier manw:n was remosed to provide a vent path for the reactor coolant
system.

The contamment building equipment hatch was open to allow werkers to remose equipment,
and the containment build;ng personnel hatch was open to facilitate worker axess. Some
equipment was blocking the containment building equipment hatch; howeser, no hoses or
air lines were running through the atch because special containment building penetrations
had been constructed in anticipation of the need to quickly close the contamraent building
during an outape.

In summary,just before the incident, the reactor contant sptern was open for maintenance,
the reactor ses%"I w ater lesel wah lowered, fuel had Icen loaded in the s essel, the containment

building was open, and two of four safety bus electrica! power scurces were aut of senice.

2.3 lucident initiator

On March N,1990. at approximately 9.17 a m., a truck driser accompanied by a security
escort entered the protected area with the site's fuel and lubricants truck The driver was
sched/ed to refuel air compressors and welding mochines located around tt'e site during
the Unit 1 outape. Plant proccJures required that th!( vehicle nat be allowed m the protected
area without a security escort.

The driier bd performed then duties on an irregular basis for about a year. In the

|
pac he had to back into the switchyard so that the truck's fuel hoses would reach the
equipment being refueled. On this morning, he drme straight in because the temporary
equipment that required him to back into iba switchyard in the past had been iemmed.
After checking, he found that the welding machinc did not need to be fueled lie then
got back into the truc1; and was backing up when the nuck hit a support pole fcr the C phase
cif the 230 kV feeder line supplying " site power to the 1A and 213 ren ve auxiliary
transformers. The insulator fractured, the line fell to the ground, and the tran3former breaken
tripped because of a phase to-ground fault (see Frgs. 2.3 and 2.4 for !xation).

2.4 Loss of Electrical Power and Reccivery

Before the incident, one resene auxiliary transformer (I A) was supphing power to Unit
l's safety related equipment , J one emergency diese; generator (1 A) was in standby. At
9:20 a.m., the 1 A and 2B reserve auxiliary transformer high side and low side circuit breakers
tripped because of the phase to-ground fault caused by the fuel and labricants truck. The
trip caused a loss of offsite power to the 1 A and IB 4160N safety buses and the Unit 2

NUREG 1410 23 Seeijon 2
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B safety but Imss of powcr to the 211 resene ausiliary transfoimer should not base resulted
in a Unit 2 trip. Ilowner a wiring error had been made during plant construction on the; s

main generater differential protection narent transformers that caused the Unit 2 trip.
ne plant staff was aware that the current transfurmer tap setting had not been functionally

:

: tested and had planned to do the test in the future. The 1 A and 29 emergency diesel'

generators started and loaded successfully.8,

! Upon the iniL1 bss of affsite power, the 1A emergeng diesel generator started automaticaDy
because of the undenoltage on its respective safety bus, carried loads for 80 seconds, thena

,

j it tripped (stopped). Following the trip, it locked out, as it was designed to do to prevent
s

a subsequent automatic start on undervoltage. However, the trip and lockout were unexpected
,

by the operators. The conditions that tripped the ernergency diesel generator at this titne,;

while not knovn for certain, are Lelieved to hase been caused by sensor problems similar,

to those that caused the second trip (see See. 3.2 for a detailed discussion of the trip and
'

lockout).
!

! The operators did not record the diesel generator trip conditions that were annunciated
before rescuing and clearing the annunciator panels. 'liip conditions ' annunciated for:

diesel engines are not automatically recorded. Since the annunciator response control
'

twitches are shared for the diesel generator and .afety bus annunciator panels in the.

control room, it is possible that the operators reset and lost the trip alarms for the diesel
generator in the process of responding to safety bus alarms (see Fig. 2.2 for control roorn'

layout). Equipment operators arrived at the diesel generator room several minutes nfter
the first trip, but cleared the alarms at the local engine control panel before trip conditions
were recorded. By this time, a maintenance foreman and. a mechrnic had also dntered
the emergeng diesel generator room.;

,

Approximately 18 minutes after the 1 A emergency dieselgenerator tripped,it was restarted. -

FoDowing the second startiit carried the load for 70 seconds and tripped off again. Trip
'

signals v ere obsened for high ja:ket water temperature, low jacket water pressure, and
_

Iow turbocharger oil pressure. Any one trip signal alone would have been sufficient to cause.

a diesel cenerator trip. A:1 ot 4hese trip r.ignals are generated by pneuttatic (air operated)
sensors.

.

The highJacke water :emperature conditions tequire the activation (or incorrect operation)
of two of three sensors to cause a trip. The ooerators t'. ported that the three trip signals
appeared to come in simu'taneously One operator wported after the _ trip' that he had
obsened normaljacket v.ater temperature. During the incident t'ne operators belined that
the second trip was caused by low Jacket water pressure, This belief provided a basis for
the hope that an emergency mode start would be successfel because it blocks this type of
trip Later, however,lov scket water pressure was discounterl as a cause of the trip signal '

because the maintenance forernan observed normal jacket water pressure.1.ater analysis

_ __

2

This relen b.Tscs on it.e event at Unh h Unit 2 wlH not be referred to except when necessary,

Section 2 24 NUREG 1410
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ed resc/eJ that the high jacket water temperature tiip was she nurst probable c4use of the
h0 second dicsci prnerator trip. The root eduse dettiinination was not completed ai the time
P. this report was pubbshed.
ily

el At 9.56 a.m., after 15 minutes of unsuccessfully atternpting to find she cause of the trips
and 36 minutes into the incident, the emergency diesel generator was again started, using
manual emergeng start rather than a normal undervoltage start he intent of the emergeng

1) mri was to hase all but the four most crucial trips bkeked. The emergency start bypast.ed
n the low jacket water pressure trip, w hich the operators belies ed caused the second shutdwn.

nt The generator did start, load, and continue to run without further incident, restoring ac
d power to one safety bus. No annunciations of trip conditions,whether blocked or unblceked,
e, were receised either in the Unit 1 control roorn or the diesel generator room, liowever,
it two non. trip warning alarms were received that operators estimated lasted about one minute
d each. They were for:

1hph lobe di temperature subsequent t' sting showed that this alarm occurs spuriously*

d upor. receipt of the low lube oil sensor malfunction alarm listed below
ir
il 1m tube oil pressure sensor malfunction this malfunction indicated that one of*

e three low lube oil pressure trip sensors had ~ actuated (two of three are needed for ai

'l trip)
n

'

r The 1 A emergeng diesel generator was run for 3 hours and 1 minute, until 12:57 p.m.,
a the sale power source to the 1 A safety bus. At 11:40 a m ,2 hours and 20 minutes intos

J the incidem, the 1H resene auxiliary transformer was energiicd to supply power to the
IB safety bus. At 1.157 p.nt, the IB resene auxihary transformer was connected in parallel
to the 1 A safety bus. The resulting lineup provided two sources (the 1 A emergeng diesel
pnerator and the 1H resene auxiliar) transformer) to the 1 A safety bus. The 1 A emergency
betel generat 3r was run in parallelwith the 113 resen e auxiliary transformer from 12:57 p.m.

'

t.ntil the 1 A emergeng diesel penerator was shut down at 2:26 p.m. The 1 A emergeng
desel generotor was returned to a stanJby configuration at 3:05 p.m.

25 Restoration of the Reactor Coolant System Iloundary

'
At the ..miation of the incident, the reactor coolant system pressure boundarywas breached
by the following circumstances:

'

The reactor sessel thermocouple lead penetration seals (conoseals) were open.*

Manways for steam generators 2 and 3 were in place, but not fully installed.*

The chemical vohi ne and control system normal charging check valve was disassembled.*
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The No. 4 accumulator isolation vahv tonnet stud nuts were not installed.*

The pressurizer manway was open as a unt path for the reactor coolant system.*

At approximately 9:35 a.m., about 15 minutes into the incident, the shift superintendent
;

directed the outage and planning manager to close the reactor ecolant system, with thei

exception of the pressurizer tuanway, which was to be left open to provide a reactor
,

coolant system vent path. The outage and planning manager instructed the maintenerce;

i supervisor to complete the following tasks before maintenance personnelleft the contair ment
building and for which maintenance work erder; atteady existed:-

Complete the reassembly of ernergency core cooling svstem accumulator No. 4 isolation*
,
; valve.
;

I Reassemble the fully disassembled normal charging line check valve.*

.

Complete installation of the manways for steam generators 2 and 3.*
,

Verify that the pressurizer manway was removed.i *

Ctme the equipment hatch and reinstall the personnel access hatch interlocks for the! *

containment building.,

;

| The manager of health physics and chemistry had previously been directed by the shift
superintend nt to ensure that all personnel leave the containment building in an orderlyf

| manner, although his instructions for evacuating persc.or.el working on the reactor coolant

i system cloture were unclear. As a result, the maintenance personnel who were working

i on the steam generator manways before and during the incident were instructed by health
; physics personne! to leave the containment building. Thus, they began to remose their

.

protectise clothing in preparation for leaving the containment building.

In the rneantime, the shift superintendent realized that his instructions to evaccate the
containment building conflicted with his direction that workers remain to seal the reactor'

( coolant system. The shift superintendent called the manager of health physics and chemistry
back to clarify who should leave the containment building and who should stay to continue'

work. The maintenance personnel who were removing their protective clothing were then,

told by a maintenance supervisor to return to the containment building to finish installing,

| ;he remaining steam generator manways. After donning protective clothing and respirators,
the maintenance personnel (assisted by health physics personnel) teturned to the steam,

generator area. At about this time, they heard the announcernent that a Site Area Emergency
had been declared. It was 10:01 a.m., 41 minutes into the incident. Upon hearing this
announcement, the maintenance personnel decided to tighten all bolts for the manways,
using a long handled wrench and sledge hammer to complete the work as expeditiously
e.s possible and still ensure that the bolts were tight. Closure of the steam generators was3

completed and the control room was notified of the closure over the public address system

4

'
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at approdmatel,,1034 a.m., I hour and 14 n:inutes into the incuent, after attempta lo conten
the convol room using the plant phone system had fedkd.

.

A communications misunderstanding led the manager of health physics and chemhtry to I

behese that all reactor coclant system openings, including the pressuriier manway, shouML

be 5ealed. Consequently, when the supervisor of the steam generator work was kaving'

the containment builJmg. he was informed that the pressurizet manway would have to be"

closed. Using some of the workers who bad just finished closing the containment building
equipment hatch at 10:42 a m., he completed installation of the pressurizer mammy ati

11:40 a.m.,2 hours and 20 minutes into the incident.

The licensee had reached the desited reactor coolant systern configuration, execpt for the1

fact that the pressurizer manway was shut and the reactor vessel head thermocouple r,cah
(conoscals) were not installed The reactor coolant systen toundary was sealed other than
for the conosenh. Electrical power haJ been restored and the residual heat removal cooling
system had been re-establisheJ when centrol rvom opcrators were informed that the presurizer
manway had been closed. The general manager, who had by now nssumed the emergency

,

director's position, ordered the manway reopened at 12:04 p.m., but ordered it left shut
at 12:21 p.m. because the plant was in a stab'c condition.

c 2.6 Restoration of Decay lleat llemoval and Makeup Capabilities

The 1 A resMaal heat remm al sptem loop was cooling the reactor core before the loss
of powen The IB residual heat remosal pump was available through the loop cross-tie,t

F although the 1B loop iniection vahe was closed for maintenance. A gravity flow fro u the
refuehng water storage tank to tiie reactor coolant system was in progress before the incident't

8 and was available by local manual activation throughout the incident. The Unit 1 shift
h supenism orJered the gravity flow path to the vessel from the refueling water storage tank

holated oy locally closmg the motor operated isolation vahe, which had been op(n wher:i

ac power was lost. !!c ordered this path isolated because the desired amount of makeup
water hed been addeJ

e

When power was lost at 900 a.m., the 1 A residual heat removal pump tripped and wasI

> not restarted until pawer was restored to its bus at 10 a.m.,40 minutes into ,he incjJent.
e

" At the time of the incident, three sources of vessel water level indication were available
S (two pages in the control room and one inside the containment building). Two thermocouples
5' were connected to the ERE computer and displayed in the control room. When the 1A

residual heat removal pump was staned ai 10 a.m., the thermocouple temperature had risenD

7 to 136 "E The reactor coolant system was subsequently cooled down and maintained at
'5 less than 110 #E
s,

IF At 12:3: p.m.,3 hours and 11 minutes into the incident, the 1B residaal heat removal
pump was started. The 1A residual heat remcwal pump was placed in a recirculation"5

" mode to minimize the risk of losing residual heat removal capability while connetting the
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1A diesel generator in parallel with offsite power en the iA safety bus. At 3:16 p.m.,5 |
hours and 56 minutes into the incident and after the 1A diesel generator was placed in -

. standby, the 1 A residual heat remmal pump was placa in service and the ID residual heet
remoml pump was placed in recirculation and then stopped.

The foUowing sources of borated makeup water were available during the incident:

Gravity flow from the refueling water storage tank (using k> cal rnanual control) to+
'

the reactor vessel.

1

Two safety injection pumps with breakers racked out and available in 5 to 10 minutes+

if power was available to the required safety bus.
,

One centrifugal chargmg pump if power was available to the required safety bus. [
*

The positise displacement charging pump powered from rionsafety power. Cooling+

for this pump is powered from safety power. The plant stati stated that temporary-

cooling couH be rigged from other available suurecs, although this had not been
substantiated by testing. Thus, the asailability of this pump is unclear.

The steam gcneratois were available as a potential heat sink.
.

2.7 Establishment of the Containtnent Building Harrier

At approximately 9:35 a.m.,15 minutes into the incident, the Unit I shift superintendent ,

directed that the containment building be closed. Before the incident, the containment
building equipment hatch had been remosed and was resting on mechanical stops. Portions
of the two hatch cover hoist mechanisms'were remosed from the containment building for
maintenance and, thus, were inoperabic. Ho4ever, because the hat h coser had been raised -

to the open position using the containment building polar crane, the hatch was still rigged
to be moved using this erane. - The polar crane is powered from nonsafety se power, which
was available throughout the incident. A significant amount of equipment was in the open
hatchway at the outset of the incident, and a steel plate rovered the area normally occupied
by the hatch cover when it is in the closed position. A portable railway track used for movmg
a cart carrying equipment into and out of the building rested on the steel plate. In addition,
a substantial amount of disassembled scaffolding was laying on the railroad trackr A
self. propelled crane, which was available nearby, was used to remcne the steel plate from
the hatch area. At ap}.. mately 10:42 a.m.,1 hour and 22 minutes into the incident,
maintenance personnellowered the containment building hatch and secured it in place using
8 belts. They reported to the control room that the. containment hatch was closed and
then installed the remaining bolts. At about 11:03 a.m., I hour and 43 minutes into incident,
the permnnel airkxk mterkxk was made functional, thus establishing the containment bu0 ding
as a barrier to the release of radioactivity. The maintenance personnelwho had completed
the closure of .the reactor coolant system and containment building left the building by
11:50 a.m.,2 hours and 30 minutes into the incident. The availability of nonsafety power
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t, 5 for the polar crar.c improscJ the speeJ for installation of the ccmtainment buMing equipnent
d in hatch (see Sec. 3 6 for additional details).
1 eat

2.8 Emergency Plan

A Site Area Emergency was declared at 9:40 a.m.,20 minutes into the incident, because
Vogtle managernent interpreted the loss of all offsite and onsite ac power to the mfety buses

) to for rnore than 15 minutes to be equivalent to the emergency action level in the Vogtle
procedure which indicates that loss of alloffsite and onsite power for greater than 15 minutes
is a Site Area Emergency. The emergency director signed the notiGeation form used to

utes inform offsite governmental agencies of the emergency at 9:48 a.m.,28 minutes into the
incident. The Emergency Notification Network communicator then attempted to notify
offsite agencies, using the control room primary Emergency Notincation Network to State
officiah. in Georgia and South Carolina. The control room primary Emergency Notification.

Network was inoperable because of the loss of safety power. The primary Emergency
ling Notification Network receives power from the B train s.fety bus, which was deenergized
ar) until 11:40 a.m.
een

The Emergency Notification Network communicator shified to the South Carolina backup
Emergency Notification Network and established communications with the South Carolina
Emergency Preparedness Division, and the Department of Energy's Savannah Riser Site
at ARen. Allendale, anJ Darnwell Counties at approximately 9.57 a.m.,37 minutes into
the incident and 17 minutes after the Site Area Emergency was declared. Transfer of
information to these agencies was completed at approtimately 10:13 a.m., $3 minutes into

ent the inciJent.
ent
ar's The Georgia Emergency Management Agency (GEMA) was contacted using the Unit 2
for commercial telephone, which is the designated backup means of communication to GEMA
sed and the Burke County Emergency Managemei,t Agency, at approximately 10:15 a.m.,55
:ed minutes into the incident, lloweser, no notification message was transmitted during this
ich contact because of communicator confusion. When the control room Emergency Notification

Netaork communicator contacted GEMA on the commercial telephone, the technical supprt.e n

;ed center Emergency Notification Network communicator was confirming the operability of
ing the primary Emergery Notification Network to Georgia and South Carolina as part of
an, its role in activatirr e technical support center. Tne Emergency Notification Network
A in the technical support center was operable because it received power from the security

)m diesel generator, which was operMing properly. The commercial telephone contact between
nt, the control rcom and GEMA was terminated because both parties assumed that the notiGeation
ng would be transmitted via the Emergency Noti 0 cation Networkc In u:et, the technical support
nd center Emergency Notification Network communicator did not have the notification fo.m
nt, and could not pass on the requaed information. Attempts by GEMA to obtain the notiDeation
ng information were successful at 10:35 a.m., I hour and 15 minutes into the incident, when
ed the South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division sent G EMA the completed notification
by form by facsimile. Vogtle established communications with GEMA at 10:40 a.m.and passed
er the notincation information successfully by commercial telephone. Subsequent notiGeations'
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were made without difficulty. The piimary Emergency NotiOcation Network in the technical
support center was used to trammit messages after the fourth message was sent to offsite

j agencies.

] The initial notification to the Nuclear Regulatory Comtnission was made at 9:58 a.m.,38
minutes into the incident, from the control room on a commercial telephone because the

'
communicator believed that the dedicated Emergency Notification System phone was out

i of senice. Subsequent updates from the control room and technical support center were
completed without major problems, except for a telephone problem, which resulted in the
connection between Vogtle and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission repeatedly being
interrupted. Each time the connection was interrupted, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

i lleadquarter's Operations Officer had to re-establish cornmunications. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission IIcadquarters Operations Center and Region 11 incident Response Centers

: were quickly staffed, but the NitC did not enter the Standby mode until about I hour later
because it appeared that the 1 A emerEency diesel generator was operating normally and
that the IB reserve auxiliaty transformer would be returned to senice shortly.a

! The primary means for notifying onsite personnel in the protected area is the plant public
address system (plant page). The prirnary means for notifying personnel outside the protected
area, but inside the owner controlled area, is the normal phone system in general, these
notifications were made; howeser,in some areas of the plant, the messages uere not heard
and those that were heard created some confusion because of the use of nonstandard
terminology.

'

The plant page announcement of the Site Area Emergency was made at 10:01 a.m.,41
'

minutes into the incident. It was heard in all areas of the protected area except for some,

areas inside the containment building, on the turbine deck of the turbine building, and in
'

the diesel generator building. Personnel in these areas were notified informally by word
i of mouth by their supenisors or by observing others leasing an area within approximately

10 rninutes of the page announcement. Personnel in the buildings outside the protected
area were notified by telephone calls from security personnel by 10:17 a.m. 57 minuter
into the incident.

The announcement stated (1) that a Site Area Emergency had been declared, (2) that *

all visitors and their escorts should report to the Plant Entry Security Building, and (3) that
all emergency response personnel should report to their assigned emergency response facility.

-

The prescribed section of the initial announ ement that would base instructed nonessential
personnel to leave the protected area and proceed to the assembly area or to lease the

"

ptotected area and proceed home was purposely omitted. Therefore, neither a total site
evacuation nor-an assembly and accountability procedure was initiated. The emergency
director decided to omit this section because there was no immediate radiological danger
to plant personnel and personnel working to close the reactor coolant system and containment
building needed to continue their work. Announcements were subsequently made in an
attempt to complete personnel accountability. However, because of the number of people
working in the protected area, accountability was never satisfactorily completed. Several
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al attem,ts were inade to account for those not in site emergency res;onse facilities, and
by 1.'.6 p.m.,4 hours and 6 rninu'es imo the incident,49 persons werc )ct to be accour.ttdif

fot

* At 10:15 a m , $$ minutes into the incident, the incident was downgraded to an Alert
after restoration of power to the 1 A safety bus from the 1 A emergeng diesel generator't

anJ upn reestatishment of decay heat removal capability, using the 1 A residual heat remcr.al'l
'C pump.
ie

4 11y 1 p.m., 3 hours and 40 minutes into the incident, plant conditions had stabilized
Offsite power had been restored to Unit 1 (two ac souices available) with decay heat'n

'T rernoval via the residual heat remosal system and with a second residual heat removal
pump in standby The Vogtle emergency director initiated a conference callwith governmentrs

officials in South Carolina, Georgia, and in Allendale, Barnwell, and Burke Countics, and'M

id we the Department of Energv's Savannah Rher Plant to discuss termination of the emergeng.
The emergency director also discussed terminatior. .sith the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Arcement was reached with all parties that the ernergency would be terminated, which

'( was done at 1:47 p m. 4 hours and 27 minutes into the incident. All agencie!, were t.o notified
d at 1:56 p.m.,4 hours and 36 minutes into the incident, at which time the emergency was
.e termmated.
d
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10 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

10.1 Risk Managetnent Concepts Applied to Outage Planning and Scheduling
During Shutdown

hant configurations and equiprnent conditions were allowed to exist during the second
refueling outage at Vogtle that resulted in an unnecenary reduction in safety. By planning,
s:heduling, and conducting outage activities based on the relative risk, the potential km
of the residual heat removal system dring mid loop operations and the potential for other
risky plant configurations and conditions could have been limited without having a negative
impact on the duration of the outage. Rather than doing this, the Vogtle staff relied on
in technical specifications that contain few requirements for cold shutdown conditions.

10.2 Switchyard adininistrative Control

1011 Control of Activities in the Switchyard

At the time of the incident, the Vogtle staff had no restrictioris or access controls prohibiting
schicles or equipment from ente:ing and remaining inside the switchyard except that they
be there on official busir,ess Additional access controls, however, were implemented by

_

the plant after the incident that were intended to ensure that aethities are not permitted
that could jeopardize operations in the future.

1012 Contrd of Cornbustibles and Other Materials in the Switchyard

Ahhough procedures did enst for the control of hazardous substances and waste within
; the \bgtle site boundary, there were no specific restrictions to control combustibles and

other hazardous materials within the switchyard. The damage done by the fuel and
lubricants truck in the Vogtle incident could have been more severe if electrical arcing
had ignited the fuel on the truck. Losses of nonsafety power that could have resulted

| sNd have further complicated recovery of electricai %~r. i3

10.3 Power Availability During Shutdown Modes

| 1011 lack of Procedures for Bus Inter connectiont

%en one emerg. ey diesel generator and one resene auxiliary transfonner were removed
from senice (two of four power sources to the safety buses), procedures did not exist that
would provide guidance on how to use existing bus connections and other potentially available

| Jources to restore power in an emergency where the preferred alternate or backup sources
ce not available. During the incident, personnel assigned to' develop these procedures
did not recognize that existing circuits which could be used te establish bu> cross ties required
the energizing of the reserve auxiliary transformer which may be unavailable. The Vogtle
loss of ac power procedures do not address shutdown conditions and were of little help

.

during the incident.
~

!
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103J Diestl Generator lockout pollowing Shutdomi

n 3'Following each of the two dinel generator shutdowns during the incident, the diesel "

generator heked out and could not be started by normal means because of the way in g
which the load sequencer circuitry and the diesel generator contre' circuitry interact whec

n,'
the diesel generator shuts down and an automatic start signal still exists. The interaction *

of the two control circuits for the wide variety of conditions that can exist is complex and Pa

was not understood by the plant operating staff.

wet1033 Use of a * Missing Breaker" Arrangement to Prevent the Inter-connection of Safety
Buses jac)

frot
the '-A " missing breaker"arrangernent is used at Vogtle to present the inadvertent interconnection
8gq,

of the two safety buses, or the simultaneous connection of a safety bus to both offsite power
sources. Ilowever, this arrangement prevents live bus transfers between resene auxilia0

10'4'-transformers, a condition which (1) limits the operator's Ocxibility for supplying continuecs
power to safety related loads, and (2) requires additional emergency diesel generator staru Mu
to prcwide continuous power to the buses when making transfers. Because the IB emergeng ,
diesel generator was out of service, the restoration of power from resene auda?

incidetransformer 1B to safety bus IB before the incident was delayed to prevent the need for
becau

a dead bus transfer. Restoration of resene auxiliary transformer 1B ccald hase preser.te;
cy[crucithe incident, but one train of residual heat removal would be inoperable when the transfe!

was made, a configuration contrary to technical speci0 cation requirements for mid ':ci
diese)

operation. Other methods (e.g., key lock switches) may allow Ocxibility for manipulauf
bus unpow:r sources and provide the same protection as the missing breaker arrangement fe' Igenera

presenting the inadverient connection of safety buses.
funedok

10 3.4 Plant Electrical Distribution System Design ya

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requires redundant protection when crs
ce3

ties exist between safety related buses during reactor power operation to prevent a sqr g,g
,p _

electrical fault from degrading the power supplied to redundant trains of safety re rt.' ns ookequipment. Typically, bus eross-ties include two circuit breakers in serics that are intericM g
and administradvely controlled to ensure that the defense in-depth provided by redan2 btif
safety related equipment is not comproraised. Cross ties can also provide operators *-3 be; yin [g,
Gexibility when restoring power to safety related equipment during ernergency situatm dugng, ,

and therefore, also contribute to the defense-in-depth provided in a plant design. De ecors
c g33g p,;

costs required to provide protection against inadvertently cross connecting buses should r ope
discourage the installation of bus cross ties. It is unclear whether the relative risks ass:M-

with bus cross ties (i.e., potential degradation of redundant safety related equipment W
provided versus the unavailability of potential alternate sources of power when not pr#
have tven evaluated. A circuit breaker plus disconnects, when combined with administra
controh, may provide adequate protection at less cost than the double breaker arrangeo'S

1
i !i
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f 10.1 Diesel Generator Instrumentation and Control Systems
,

.

.

i loAl pneumatic ControlflYip Sensor. Rellabrdty- #

the diese:;

| he way in senser calibration and test activities on: diesel generatorLinstrumentation;and- control
i aract when system > prior to and subsequent to the incident recorded a multiplicity of sensor problems,
|nteracte particularly with respect to those for jacket weer high temperature, lube' oil low pressure, .

Eplex and and lube oil high temperature. Sensors were found to have leaks to stick in the trippedo
I position, to have a sluggish response, and to hnte significantly changed trip set points several
[ weeks after calibration. Subsequent investigsdon determined that foreign materials in the

*

; i or Safe 0 peket water temperature sensors (i.e., pipe ihread sealant compound and metal shavings
i frem the sensor to air tubing threaded connbeticns) prevented proper operation and were
j se most likely cause for t_he u.nexpected dieciel generator tripsc These schsors are standard
gnnection parts on Transamerica Delaval diesel generators at nuclear plants;
, ite power;

j audlia0 10A.2 Diesel Generator Start on Ur:Jervoltage
; Jntmucus

tor stam An under vol' age start of the emergency diesel generator puts the_ engirie in a " normal"
j nergen0 start and run mode. In this mode al? engine protective trips 'are active. |During ther -

; audha0 m6 dent, the diesel generator started twice en underdoltage and shut down each time '

need for
| tevented because of false protective. trips. In an "emergen@startTand run' mode, only the most
j crucial protective trips are active. Diesel generators 'are less susceptible. to false trips '

- uansfet
caused by malfunctioning sensors when they are in an emergency; operating mode. The

$

j pid IxP diesel generator start logic at Vogtle has been modified since the' incident to change the; ;
,

ipulatinL bus under voltage start from a normal start to'an emergency start.' In addition, the diesel
(:nem for pnerator trip logic has been modified to bypass the jackettwater high temperature trip j
: function on an emergency start. -

!

|' 10A.3 Design for Emergency Diesel Generator Trip IdentIficatlon: 1
' '

L D CICSS- Design deficiencies v ne noted at the local and control room' diesel generator panels and
[ a sing!e discrepancies were noted between the panels. The design of the.first out alarm feature! -

related
| riccked . was not usefulit. itentifying the causes of the diesel generator annunciator trips. Nurnerous
j nuisance alarms were received for each' diesel trip, contributing to operator confusion-in x

,

etundant
identifying the cause of the trip In addition; the design did not include provisions for recording.

i )ts with diesel generator trip alarms. As a result of these weaknesses |the operators had difficulty
[ aationb diagnosing the causes of the cliesel generator trips < The; operator trainin'g program ande
;ononue existing procedures did.not provide the operators with adequate information regarding the
p uld not - oper tion of the diesel generator control:and annunciator systemst

ociated .
. :t when -

: )vided)
itrative

*

V ments.
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10.5 Coping With the IAss of the Residual IIcat Removal System 10J

10.5.1 Existing Guidance The

f to e
Generic Letter 88-17 prosided exteushe guidance for improsing the capability to resped indi,

to a loss of residual heat removal (RHR) systems, but this guidar ce had not been fog refur

implemented at Vogtle. For example, the lessons learned from Diablo Canyon were $omt

incompletely addressed in training and procedures. Containment building clo;ure and lese:
instrument error due to block.ing the pressurizer surge line with water were incompletch 10J/
addressed.

The ;
10.5.2 Immediaie ResIxmse to lessons Learned from the Vogtle Incident tea m

n:ay t

A resiew of the loss of RHR systems indicated that limited guidance was presided for opera

dealing with the results of loss of electrical power. The Yogtle incident established tha:
maintaining core cooling without electro #wer is not adequately addressed in the jeu 10J.7

of RHR system procedures.
At pre

10.53 l'nderstanding ShuRowa Thermohydraulle Phenomina and Behavior mer 1
anditu

The Team evaluated existing analysis and understanding at Vogtle and concluded tw decrea-

areas such as grasity feed control, presention of ia.ctor coolant system boiling, lese
instrument response, control of boiling by grasity feed, and reflux cooling were incomp'e:ch 30J 3

addressed in Vogtle's analyses, training, and procedures. This conclusion was cor.firme:
by inteniews with plant personnel invohed in responding to the Vogtle incident. Deres

configu:

10.5.4 Containment Building Equipment Hatch Closure perate

acept f

The critical path (i.e., activity of longest duration) in establishing coniainment bem premri.

integrity during the Vogtle incident was closing the equipment hatch. Procedures for r
expedited closure of the containment building equipment hatch did not exist. Genes hrei
Letter SS17 recommended that procedures and administrative controls for conta:nmes bounda:

,

o r do t!building closure prior to the time at which uncovering the core could occur be in p'u
or that licensees should either not enter the applicable condit on or muld maintain s M * Scii

containment building. Vogtle took 79 minutes to close the equipment hatch. Tneir ar@ m actm

stated they had 57 minutes in which to close the hatch for tl, bounding case. W* D 1did nc,t demonstrate that they could close the hatch within the tue available ir. their *
bourt"ing case assessment.

It41 4
Vogtle's analysis and procedures focused on closing the containment building before 3 o;

core becomes uncovered. The procedures instruct the operator to irtitiate closure J$
core exit thermocouples reach 200 'F. The Vogtle analysis measures time from * %4.

the residual heat removal system is lost. Further, the analpes do not adequately aW b W R!
containrcent building habitability. D %he:

% thp

a

,
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ein 1033 IAss of Residual IIcat Remeval System Procedure i

ne ibpie loss of RHR system procedure provided some guidance regarding response.

! m a loss of the RHR system and to reactor coolant system temperature and level
'

' to respond edications. Although containment building dosure and gravity feed of water (com the
t been fulh refueling water storage tank to the reactor coolant system are identified, the guidance i-
anyonwer; emetimes incomplete, incortect, and difficult to follow.

'

re and level
1 completely 10J4 Failure of Temporary Thimble Tbbe Seals!

ne possibility of temperaty thimble tube seal failure from overpressurization in the
reactor coolant system has r,ot been recognized or evaluated, and the resulting leak rate
:nay be significant. Vogtle's procedures do not recognize this possibility when providing-

rovided for operator guidance for pressure control.

'lished that
in the lou 103.7 Wlve Inspections Requiring Mid. Loop Conditions

At present, the disassembly of some check valves requiics that the reactor coolant system -
nier le,el be drained to a mid loop condition. Ahernatives to full Dow testing or disassembly
and inspection to determine check valve operability may ex st and, if this is the use, could ,

uded that decrease the need for mid loop operation.
ling, lesel
empletch 10.5.8 Reactor Coolant System ConGguration Control-
:onfirmed ^

nere was no procedure or training that addressed changing the reactor coolant systemit,

configuration in response to a lost of the RHR system event. Consequently, the Vogtle
operators followed their instincts and elected to close all reactor coolar.t systern openings -
except for the' pressurizer manway. This plan was not properly ' implemented when the

ciuilding pressurizer manway was @ losed.

es for an
-

Generic Dere are both benefits a ti bilities to having an intact reacto coolant system pressure
-

tainment boundary during a loss of the residual heat removal system. These have not been evaluatedi
in place nor do the analyses exist to permit such an evaluation. The discovery of the potential thimble

: a closed tube seal failure emphasizes the importance of including boundary breach locations based.
analysis on actual hardware.

Vogtle
1eir own 10.6 Emergency Preparedness

10.6.1 Applicability of Emergency Classification Levels to the Conditions of Ririeling
fore the or Cold Shutdown
'e if the
n when NUREG-0654 does not proode adequate classiDeation guidance for loss of power and
address - loss of RHR system events during cold shutdown operation. 11ased on NUREG 0654,

the highest classification for an event similar to Vogtle's would be an Alert. This
clasification may not convey the seriousness of the situation that could include complete
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loss of the residual heat reinoval system with the containment building open, the reactor
coolant sy, tem open, and the reactor cochnt rptem inventory reduced, making boiling possible
within 10 to 20 minutes.

10.6.2 Inctmststent Implementation of NUREG 0654 Emergency Classification Guidance
for Loss of Power Events

Emergency classification guidance for less of power events in NUREG 0654 is ambiguous
and inconsistent. The ambiguous guidance, combined with inconsistent review and ap; roval
of licensee classification procedures by NRC, has led to inconsistent implementation. A
sampling of classiGeation procedures from 12 sites other than Vogtle showed that the
classification of a similar loss-of. coolant incident at those sites could range from "no
classi6 cation at all" to a Site Area Emergency.

10.6.3 Evacuation and Accountability of Onsite Personnel for Emergencies During
Outages

It is not clear that the guidelines established in NUREG.0654 for the evacuation and
accountability of site personnel adequately considered the presence of large numbers of
people onsite and the fact that there may be a valid need for significant numbers of 1

maintenance personnel to continue working in direct response to tia emergency without
going first to the Operations Suppon Center where they would be accounted for. I

10.6.4 Notification of State and local Authorities During Emergencies
G

During this incident, Vogtle personnel did not meet the 15. minute notification goal for ,s

the emergency response authorities in the plume exposure emergency planning zone e,

(EPZ) becausc of the lack of power to the emergency noti 0 cation network in the control , re

room and because of some training and procedural weaknesses, n,

w,

10.6.5 Notification of the NRC During Emergencies >

l'
During this incident a problem with the telephone system between Vogtle and the NRC
Operations Center resulted in numerous lost connections. This occurred with both the M
commercial phone and the Emergency Noti 6 cation System (ENS) telephone from the site i.
and significantly slowed communications with Vogtle. The problems appear to be located t,

in the telephone circuits at Vogtle or in the vicinity; however, the problem has not yet been (
localized and corrected. ' gu

th;
10.6.6 NRC Andby Mode During Incident Response i to

NRC did not go to a Standby mode until I hour after initial notification of the incident.
The delay had no significant effect on NRC's response to the Vogtle incident because it
occuned during the day and ample qualified staff were available to respond to the incident.
inchding executing those tasks associated with Standby, i.e., completing notificat5ns, responding
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he reactor toinquiries, and completing liaison functions. At the ti'ne ofinitial notification safety power
ng possible had already been restored to one of the safety buses, and therefore the situation was irnprmb;.

From the generic standpoint, however, not placing the NRC in Standby for an Alert, Site
A ea Emetgency, or General Emergency, as prescribed by the Incident Response Plan, nwy

Guidanct hase the following negative affects on the response:

A misunarstanding could exist among NRC response personnel as to what tasks*

ambiguous should be conducted at that point in the response.
' '

d opprova!
Not placing NRC in Standby could be interpreted to mean that NRC_does notitation. A .

J that the consider the incident to be as serious as the licensre's classification indicates,

from "no,

' Ontside agencies and the public would not be aware of the level of response*

: being undertaken by the NRC if the Standby tasks were being conducted, but
es During the agency had not officially gone to a Standby status,

j Not placing NRC in Standby when appropriate could unintentionally affect the.

3 ation and level of response of other agencies to the incident,t

umbers of4

: umbers of 10.7 Feedback to Industry Based on Operating Experience
; cy without
j for- 10.7.1 Lack of Guldence on Loss of the Residual 11 eat Removal System During Mid.
: loop Operations Because of Loss of Power to Safety Buses
i

Guidance over a 16-year period has been provided by the NRC and the-Institute of
; n goal for Eclear Power Operations (INPO) to the industry for preventing and mitigating loss of

,

mng zone decay heat removal incidents. The guidance provided was concerned with loss of the
_

; te control rnidual heat removal system and was not explicitly focused on ensuring that an adequate
neber of sources of power are available to energize emergency buses during operations

,

sh reduced reactor coslant system inventory.

i

i 10.7.2 Lack of Guidance on Loss of OfTsite Powcr During Cold Shutdown Operations
the NRC'

I 1 both the Most guidance provided by NRC and INPO to the industry related to loss of offsite power
. im the site incidents during cold shutdown operation primarily focused on preventing inadvertent reactor

_bclocated trips of the operating unit. Over the past 10 years, only four of these operating experience;_

; it yet been documents focused on issues related to loss of power during shut _down conditions. The
_

'

guidance to the industry has not reflected the frequency of loss of offsite power incidents
that have occurred with the plant in coid shutdown when one emergency pcwcr source failed
to function and the other emergency power source was out of senice.,

! :. incident.
I because it

e incident,

| responding
i
,
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I 10.7.3
k

Diesel Generator Trip Sensor Operating Experience d. 'm
i

. .. tf Both NRC and INPO operating experience dccuments have addressed the tied
f
O

preventhe maintenance programs that detemiine causes of failures for emergency dkl.
generators. Vogtle hu experienced about twise as many trip sensor failures as the PI

! of the industry has reported. Vogtle did act provide the failure data to the Nicar Plu
L Reliability Data System so that their experience could be easily compared to that of ot!x'

plants. When the diesel generator manufacturer published ir. formation on similar fallart
experienced at the other plants, Vogtle personnel vid not analyze the failures of trip sena
they had experienced. In addition,30 failures of these sensors occurred during the 6.mouG.j period after the operating experience information was provided to the plant.

,

,

p 10.7.4 Assirnilation and Dissemination of Operating Experience Guidance
4
dj

Between 1980 and 1989, 54 partial or total loss-of-offsite power events occurred whDe
p

plants were in cold shutdown conditions. In some of these events, power was lost to[ safety buses. During the same pcriad, 46 loss-of residual-heat-removal system events
occurred while plants were operating with the water level at mid loop. NRC and INPO

j| provided the industry with lessons learned from the loss of ofTsite power events in 16 o;rrath(
experience docurnents and dom the loss of the residual heat removal system events at mid-loop

j in 26 operating experience documents. The number and pattern of some event types, such
as loss of offsite power during shutdown, have not been evaluated by NRC aC INPO ard
appropriate guidance has not been provided to focus en the generic implications that can
be developed from the existing published operating expericnce.

10.8 Technical Specifications for Reduced Inventory Operations
I #'

10.8.1 Tkhnical SpeciDcation Bases ~

k
Technical specifications which control nonpower operations, especially reduced inventory
operation, have been developed with little analysis or safety consideration. Situations
encountered during power operation do not bound situations that could occur during reduced
invemory operation. Generally, single failure criteria have not been applied to shutdem

'

|

'

and operations. This area may merit furtner coasideration. #

10.8.2 System Interrelationships in Technical Speelfications
.

In general, the interrelationships of important systems are not considered in technic 81
' specifications. With the exception of the residualheat removal system, technicalspecificatioc

allowable conditions for various systems (e.g., electrical sources and distribution, the containment
building) do not recognize vulnerabilities allowed by the sta' of other systems, or those
created by reactor coolant system (RCS) integrity, RCS water mventory, or RCS decay hegt
generation rate conditions. Technical specification limiting conditions for operation do not
preclude increases in vulnerability d tring certain phases of nonpower operations.

|
-

!
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- 10.8.3 Containment Building Integrity

; need for Technical speci0 cations do not requit e containment building integrity during cold shutdown
! icy diesel and refueling operations unless core alterations are in progressi They do not mqui;e
j ;:the rest containment building integrity during reduced inventory or with reduced electrical sources.

Fear Plant
! L of other :

| r failures 10.8.4 Electrical Distribution
p sensors'

i 62nonth- Technical speciacations effectively require only one-half of the electrical sources and traim
'

of electrical equipment to be in sersice during Modes 5 and 6 compared with those required
.

- during Modes 1,2,3, and 4; They do not require additional electrical sources during reduced$

! tmentory operation,

! ed whiie 10.5.5 Makeup Water Sources for the Reactor Coolant System
Is lost to .

'

| n events The capability to add water to the reactor coolant system is reduced _in'Hodes 5 and 6
i id INPO relative to Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 Technical specifications do not recognize increased

,

; 3perating vulnerabilities and the possible increased need to add _ water during reduced inventory
'

mid loop operation.
' ves,such '

.

: 1PO and 10.S 6 Decay Ileat Generation Rate
i that can

Technical specifications do not impose a required shutdown period or other limit (e.g.,,

_

decay heat level) before reduced inventory operatipns may be conducted.
~

:

|. Reactor Coolant System Cooling10.8,7

! Requirements for residual heat removal system operability and Ocw rate vary based or. ;

- 1ventory reactor coolant system water level and mode. These are the only nonpower technical-
'

' _

- tuations specifications which vary within' m' ode. - However, they may increase; the . potential for-
reduced residual heat removal pump cavitatiotby requiring a minimum residual heat removal,

i tutdown P"mp Dow rate which may be unnecessarily high. <

.

.

4

=chnical

i ification -_-

ainment -

)r those .
4

:ay heat
. . i do not >

,

+
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